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Another year bites the dust but we still have the
threat about of Covid in all it’s forms !
We decided that it was time to be a little braver this
year and with double vaccinations and the use of
lateral flow tests, we have ventured out into staying
away from home!

Next on the list for us was the guest bedroom
followed by the dining room! This all happened
whilst she was starting a new internship so
decorating work was confined to weekends only. A
very tiring time for her but slowly but surely we had
redecorated most of the house. Other trades people
were sorting the roof, repointing the chimney and
dealing with the external rendering. With the
bathroom & kitchen in reasonable nick, that just
leaves the hallway stairs & landing to go!

The start of this year put us into the Darby & Joan
Club as Hannah moved into her new home.

The new internship has carried on - she’s still there.
They firm said from the outset that they would oﬀer
a month and if both parties were both happy,
another month and then a 3rd hopefully culminating
in a full time post. They were unable to oﬀer the
post then but increased the internship by another
month then another 2 months and then 6 months so
by the time that’s all finished Hannah will have
worked there for a whole year. ‘Slave labour!’ I
hear you all cry but they have been paying her the
wage of a Junior Designer and given her holiday
time!!
We had our first jab in February. Soon afterwards I
developed a cough but assumed it was due to all
the dust we were creating at Hannah’s! At least it
wasn’t Covid!

We had concentrated on decorating her bedroom &
study so she could have a clean, fresh, new look in
which to live & work. She paid a professional builder
& decorator to paint the lounge and instal shelving
either side of the chimney.

We all started getting used to Zoom meetings for
everything!! It enabled me to chat to Julie and other
friends, watch the Valley Gardeners talks and Keith
to ‘attend’ the Winchester Photographic Society. As
people started clearing out their houses during
lockdown, the exciting task of booking a slot at the
local recycling centre started & still continues!
In the garden, we needed to have some ash trees
cut down due to ash dieback and their proximity to
other peoples’ houses and gardens. Other ash trees
were brought down in the garden and once more we
faced months of clearing up the mess. Fortunately I
was able to bring in some youth who were
volunteering to help in gardens!!
In May, we were supposed to go on a family barge
holiday on the canal. However Keith had to drop out
as he was due to sit his final exam for the MSc the
day we were due to drive home so decided the
peace & quiet of an empty house would be useful
for revision!
We started from the aptly named Gailey Wharf near
Wolverhampton and travelled on the Staﬀordshire &
Worcestershire Canal to Stourport and back.
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The plan was to be able to take things easy but I did
have to factor in a long hard day culminating in a
fabulous meal at The Mermaid in Wightwick. This
manoeuvre allowed us time to be able to return to
Gailey Wharf for the night before we needed to
leave the next day by 10 am with the boat emptied
& clean.

It took a while to sort out a routine between us of
looking after Alfred, walking Meg, taking it in turns
with steering, working the locks etc. It was actually
very cold at night on the barge and it was necessary
to call up for some additional bedding to enable us
all to sleep especially Alfred.
I even suﬀered Meg nicking my bed when I had
taken a night time loo break. She utterly refused to
go back to her bed on the floor so I had to
manoeuvre a space for me pushing her towards the
end of the bed and away from the warm patch she
had mistakenly assumed I had obviously sorted out
just for her!
As we settled into a routine so Kate was able to
have some precious ‘me’ time to take photographs
or just sit with Alfred chatting with sister, husband or
mum or steering. She was even congratulated on
safely negotiating the Bratch Locks by the gents
helpfully chatting us through. How diﬀerent to the
way down when we were basically left to work it out
for ourselves!!
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Towards the end of May we had our 2nd jabs. By
this time I was helping Hannah revamp her garden.
It had a battered old shed in the sunniest corner
and a vast patio close to the house predominately in
shade.

The shrubs around the edges were very old and way
too big for the garden. We even managed to blunt
the chainsaw in trying to cut them down as they
were so old & woody! We decreased the size of the
patio by the house, removed the old shed and put
up a bike store in a new position to free up the
sunny corner in which to build a new patio close to
the embankment. In the end, the patio was laid by
the builders who had built a more robust wall out
the front. This was due to the fact that I had
reached the stage where the persistent cough had
altered to an inability to walk, talk or breathe! I was
of no help to anyone!
We did managed to hold the Sloan Boxing Day bbq
mid June but I had to leave the workload to the
family. It was lovely to see members of the family
once more after so long but I was asleep for a lot of
the time!
After a week of the doctor trying to improve my
health, on 23rd June, I went into hospital where I
was kept in for 6 days inevitably across a weekend!
Scans had revealed a swollen heart, irregular and
very fast fluttering heartbeat, fluid on the lungs & a
leaking heart valve! Apart from that I was fine!
Once I escaped the chicken coop where you could
touch the curtains on either side of the bed and
made it into the cardiology ward, life was more
civilised and I felt time was being taken to get me
better. Once tablets had removed the water from the
lungs and others had slowed the heart rate down to
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a more normal rate, I could finally breathe again!
And the persistent cough stopped!!
Kate & Alfred were able to rescue me on Mon 28th
June so I was out of hospital ahead of my birthday!!
After 6 weeks, I was supposed to be recalled for
rescans to check on the heart etc etc but as I write
this end Nov/ early Dec, I’m still waiting! My Dr has
now nudged the consultant to carry that job out and
they have discussed decreasing my medication!
Given the symptoms match possible Pfizer side
eﬀects and the fact things went horrible quickly
downhill after the 2nd jab, I need to know if the
Pfizer jabs I received may have produced my
symptoms before considering the booster jab! Time
will tell!
Once I was allowed back to Hannah’s garden and
with the new patio in place, we could start
replanting the garden - prairie planting with a few
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In September, we met Ben, Hannah’s new young
man. He is Reading born & bred. They seem very
suited and make each other laugh a lot. Great to
see! He seems to be a very calm, thoughtful person
and is even able to and is prepared to cope with a
Hangry Hannah - and that’s no mean feat! We
arranged a family bbq at our house so Ben could
meet Kate, Tom and Alfred and he has become a
firm favorite of Meg by mutual agreement I feel !
Keith had finished all his MSc work by early
September so he had organised a week’s art break
in Exmoor. I was due to join him using the time for
walking Meg around the area. I asked Liz, a friend of
the family, to join us so she could keep me in check
and not get too carried away. We had reasonably
good weather and saw a great deal of Exmoor,
walking on as flat ground as we could find! The
hotelier recommended certain walks which was very
useful.
Unfortunately Keith’s MSc project piece was not up
to scratch
so he’s now back slaving to improve it
by the end of Jan 22. Then he should be free from
education!

key plants to give structure. We’re not completely
finished but the plants repaid her by growing and
even blooming spectacularly.
Free of hospital and feeling so much better, I still
have to heed the cardiologist’s words of don’t
overdo it!! We had friends round for a BBQ in the
garden with everyone contributing to the table and I
was able to enjoy it fully as everybody rallied round!
Hannah still nudges me about not overdoing it but I
feel fine and have gradually increased the amount I
do!!

A few days after our return Julie came down so we
could go oﬀ to visit Lincoln. We stayed in Brough in
a lovely barn conversion on the Nottingham / Lincs
border. In Lincoln we went to the Cathedral but
given I was not supposed to walk up hills, we drew
a line at the Castle! However we did walked down
about 1/2 of Steep Hill which of course led to
walking back up. Luckily the number of food & drink
shops on either side needed inspecting making the
walk up very controlled! We also had a lovely day in
Kings Lynn on our way to meet Hannah in Norwich.
We then had a couple of days revisiting Norwich
which we all enjoyed.
In October, an old school friend of mine & her
husband were due to visit us. Unfortunately she had
received a cancer diagnosis so we took ourselves to
her and catered for them at their house rather than
ours. It was great to see them again and good to
see her before she started her chemo on the
Monday!

In August, Keith went oﬀ for an art course in
Bosham near Chichester.
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To celebrate, we had another family get together
after Kate’s birthday at a venue at which Hannah
has had a reservation since March 2020 that
lockdown prevented us from using! A very late lunch
after walking Meg enabled Tom to play indoor
cricket and this time, we did have everyone around
the table!
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Julie and I have just had a couple of days away
using Wincanton as a base to Christmas shop in
Sturminster Newton and Shaftesbury and any of the
small towns like Tisbury en route to or from
New York eat your heart out!! We know how to shop
! !
This Christmas, Julie, Keith and myself will be
hosted by Hannah. We are really looking forward to
it! No pressure H!! Kate,Tom & Alfred will celebrate
their own Christmas at home as a family and will
host Tom’s parents on Boxing Day. After Christmas,
we will all get together again on the 28th.
After a family discussion, it was agreed to just have
the Sloan siblings & their other halves at Brian &
Elaine’s for Boxing Day. It has just become too
complicated for the next generation to split
themselves around the other families and journeys
are ever longer for those furthest away from Kent!
Hopefully, we can find a place to meet in the
summer with as many family members as can
possibly make it and although everyone will have a
journey, no-ones’ should be too epic! With long er
daylight hours and warmer weather it should be
easier to get most of the families together again.
STOP PRESS NEWS!
The firm 1HQ, with whom Hannah has been
interning have oﬀered her a full time job starting 1st
Jan 2022!
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So as this year draws to a close, please take care to
look after yourselves and to enjoy whatever 2022
brings to you!
Love
Jenny Keith
& Meg
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